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Writing a book is different from 
any other kind of writing.

1. Books are bigger

2. Books require more than writing 

3. Books are part of an industry



Good News! 
What improves your writing craft,

improves your productivity
(and vice versa)



Prep 
Work

• Your Why
• Your Book’s Point
• Your Ideal 

Reader
• Your Book’s 

Genre
• A Detailed 

Outline



#1 Your Why
Why are YOU writing this 
book? 

Your WHY informs your book’s:
• Content
• Structure
• Tone
• Audience
• And how you publish



#2 Your Book’s 
Point
What does your book have 
to say? 

Your book’s point determines your book’s 
content:
• What information belongs
• What information doesn’t

If you don’t have a point,   
you don’t have a book.



#3 Your Book’s 
Ideal Reader
Who is hungry for this book?

Your book’s Ideal Reader informs:

• Your point

• Your tone
• Your content

• Your marketing



#4 Your Book’s Genre
Where does your book fit in the 
marketplace?

Genres have conventions. 

As an author, you should 
understand the conventions of your 
book’s genre before you write.



#5 Know Where 
You’re Headed
Create a detailed outline

Your outline is your map

• Each chapter should have only one 
subject

• Each chapter must serve the book’s 
point

• A good outline propels you as you 
write, guides you when you get lost



Prep makes writing flow! Which makes writing fun!



Trouble 
Shooting

• Writer’s Block
• Output vs. 

Productivity
• Maintaining 

Momentum



The True Cause of 
Writer’s Block

(Best writing advice I ever got)



When you can’t write, 
it’s because you don’t know what you’re talking about.



Figure it out
1. More research? (But be 

cautious here)
2. Look to your outline to guide 

you. What’s the point?
3. Talk to yourself until you 

know
• Ask yourself questions
• Write out your answers
• Lower the bar

Write like nobody’s watching. 
Because nobody is.



Words On A Page



Output vs. 
Productivity

Output leads to lots of words
Productivity leads to a book



Maintaining Your 
Momentum to 
“The End”

• Return to your “Why” often
• Do your prep
• Set a timer
• Make yourself accountable



One Last Thing…




